Producer Spotlight

The Biggs Family

Brandon and Ethan grew up in a farming and ranching
family. Both received their bachelors and masters degrees
from Texas Tech University in Agricultural fields. Ethan
Farms 2,500 acres of cotton and corn, and runs 100 head of
commercial cattle. Brandon is in outside sales for Nutrien
Ag Solutions. Both Ethan and Brandon married girls who
were competitive in the show arena as well.

Brandon and Megan
have 3 children.

Bristol, who has begun showing
in some jackpot shows.

Brix
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The twins
and
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whose favorite place is the
farrowing barn.
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Ethan and Kreighton

have a son and a daughter.

Kyatt and Kais, who love

to ride with their dad out to
the farm to check on all the
livestock.

ith only 25 sows made up of Berks,
Chesters, Spots and Crosses, Biggs
Livestock is located in Edmonson, TX and
is owned and operated by brothers Brandon
and Ethan Biggs. Biggs Livestock started in the mid 2000’s
with 3 gilts from Rory Duelm. A short time after, Brandon
and Ethan partnered with Todd Beyers and Biggs Livestock
operations really took off. Todd has been a big part of
Biggs Livestock from the very start. Their partnership in
the early years shaped the genetics lines we still use in our
breeding decisions. As a fellow breeder today, Todd is an
invaluable friend and supporter of Biggs Livestock. Along
with Todd, Kevin Mock was instrumental in the beginning
phases of selecting females and helping with breeding
decisions for the operation. Brandon and Kevin’s family
have a strong bond formed from the livestock industry and
still discuss operations frequently. For the young people
that have aspirations of raising pigs Brandon and Ethan
reflect back at their experiences and would encourage you
to, “Find somebody that is successful in the industry that is willing to take

the time to show you the ropes. Surround yourself with successful people.”

Many close friendships and partnerships have been formed

through their endeavors and they feel very blessed to raise
good livestock and good kids. The brothers are a great
team together. Ethan, man of few words who gets stuff
done, prefers to handle the farm operations while Brandon,
the talkative one who can be seen at the sales and shows,
handles the breeding and marketing. It certainly takes a
village to run an operation, and family has been the biggest
help day in and day out. Ricky Biggs, the boy’s Dad, has
been the greatest help and supporter of Biggs Livestock. He
is known around the farm by many names, some include:
Paco, RTW, and now Bigg. He helps with all jobs, big
and small to keep Biggs Livestock rolling. It’s always
nice to have family that is involved in the same industry,
when it comes to problems with livestock, Brandon calls
on his father in law, Joe Couts, to find out old tricks to
solve problems with sows or farrowing. Others that have
impacted the development of Biggs Livestock have been
Michael Dawson, Rory Duelm, Kyle Stephens and Jay
and Will Winter. “They have all served as inspirations and support from

the very beginnings of our herd. We continue to look to them for livestock
knowledge, genetics, and friendship in the industry.”

Biggs Livestock has been blessed with a
lot of success. They have acquired quite the list of
accomplishments in such a short time and over the years
they have had great memories in and out of the show
ring. Some of their fondest memories include; Brandon
will never forget having the Reserve Grand barrow at
San Antonio in 2011 with a Landrace while being an Ag
Teacher, raising the Grand Champion barrow at the 2018
Fort Worth Stock show (in addition to having another in
the grand drive), raising the Champion Chester back to
back years at Houston in 2014 and 2015 and hanging over
20 breed or reserve breed champions at Texas, Oklahoma
and National shows. “One thing that makes our operation unique is

the amount of success we have been able to have with such a small number
of sows. We strive to keep the very best females and are very selective since
we keep our herd small compared to other breeders. We go through each
day with the focus on making the next generation better than the last.” On

the crossbred side, the genetic line that has had the most
impact goes back to the 357 sow from Heimer, they have
retained 4 daughters of hers. She is the mother to the 2018
Champion Cross (Grand) and the mother of Bigg Money

(boar standing at MB Genetics). “Some of our proudest
accomplishments have happened in the Chester ring. We
are very proud of the success of each and every breed we
produce, but the Chester breed holds a special spot on the
farm at Biggs Livestock.” Speaking of the Chester breed,
“The Chester sow famously known as MJ and the boar
First Take have had the most impact on our herd.” This
year at Texas’ Elite Showcase, Brandon and Ethan Biggs
purchased the Foundation Sow donated by Beyers Farms.
Born in med-September of 2017, this two-year-old sow,
33-10, has earned quite the resume in only two litters.

“Biggs livestock has been tremendously successful in the Chester breed for
the last 5 years and we want to continue that success. We feel like this year’s
foundation female was a must have to keep us moving in the right direction.” It
is evident that the pedigree of 33-10, First Take x Hilljack
x Uno, is no stranger to the winners circle. TPPA and the
Certified Texas Bred Registry are very thankful for Biggs
Livestock for making this purchase and we wish them the
best of luck with 33-10, we feel that her influence will be
felt for many generations.

The future looks very bright for Biggs Livestock,

but for them their ultimate goal is; “Our goals are to stay relevant,

stay successful and to make better livestock, while building relationships with
our customers and fellow breeders. Our ultimate goal would be to raise the
Grand at San Antonio and Houston.” Now that can be hard without

numbers, “Although we are proud of our small herd size,
it makes things very challenging as well when we try to
stay at about 25 head because we have to be extremely
selective in the females we keep or purchase.” The rewards
that come with raising pigs far outweigh the challenges,

“The most rewarding part is by far the people that we get to work with, the
youth and families we have developed close friendships with, and the industry
connections. The show barn is an incredible tool to teach responsibility, loyalty,
work ethic and other life lessons. There are very few other opportunities
available to young people today that offer as many benefits as the livestock
industry. It also allows you to form relationships in the industry that will be
able to help you later in life.”
Outside of raising livestock, Brandon and Ethan

357 x Red Bone
x Hillbilly Bone
33-10
BIGG Money

Grand Champion
‘18 Fort Worth
First Take

both enjoy taking time to unwind and relax. Both enjoy
hunting, fishing and of course spending time with their
families. It is very evident that Biggs Livestock is a family
affair, “It is very rewarding and a whole lot of fun to share
our passion with our kids and see them love the pig barn
as much as we do.” Texas Pork Producers Association is
lucky to be able to work with such a great family. Brandon
currently serves on the Texas Bred Committee, and has
played an instrumental part in the planning and execution
of Texas’ Elite Showcase in Kerrville. They are also big
supporters of the CTBR gilt sales; Ethan states, “We have

purchased many females from the CTBR gilt sales, 2 foundation females and
numerous others. Each has more than paid for themselves with their 1st litter.
We think that the CTBR gilt sale is a tremendous opportunity to add key
females and we are thankful to utilize that opportunity each year for Biggs
Livestock.” Without people like this TPPA would not be where
it is today. They plan to continue raising quality show pigs
for the youth to exhibit. Their success is noted by all, but
they don’t plan on slowing down anytime soon. We wish
Brandon, Ethan and the entire crew at Biggs Livestock the
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